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To derive expressions for iterated derivatives in terms of finite differences of Norlund

convolutional Bernoulli polynomials, I used the Todd diff op , which transforms the

Appell sequence into the Bernoulli Appell sequence , and its reciprocal

, which transforms the sequence into the umbral compositional inverse of the

Bernoulli polynomials, the reciprocal Appell sequence ,

where . Now let's do the same for integration.

(The conversion from LaTex of large blocks of equations in these notes were primarily made in
2020. The typos noted below involve blocks of equations for which the free version of my LaTex
converter can no longer derender in 2022 and that I do not wish to entirely rewrite.)

Let where is an arbitrary constant. One must be careful in

interpreting the action of . One plausible interpretation is

Another is

a sliding average of .

https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/09/27/the-norlund-self-convolutional-bernoulli-polynomials-part-i-in-differential-calculus/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/09/27/the-norlund-self-convolutional-bernoulli-polynomials-part-i-in-differential-calculus/


The two do not agree. Action on gives in the first case

and in the second

A third plausible interpretation is

giving, when ,

The second and third interpretations agree with each other and with the definition of as the
inverse op to when acting on the power monomials, giving rise to the string of identities



Consequently, the appropriate mutually consistent interpretations are

with and

Evaluating for emphasizes again that the Bernoulli polynomials and the

reciprocal polynomials are an umbral compositional inverse pair; i.e.,

Then



with the Bernoulli diff op generating the value of a function at from an average over the values
of the function from , so also

giving the difference between a function and a sliding average of that function.

Then

giving the difference between the integral of a function and a discretized version of that integral.

Equivalently,

giving, as noted in "Computing the Continuous Discretely" by Beck and Simons, a discretized

version of an integral of a function via the Todd-Hirzebruch operator (mod
signs).

Letting ,



or, with a change of variable and ,

Let . Then

which certainly holds for a positive integer since, from the definition of the Bernoulli
polynomials in terms of differentiation of ,

,

and

We shall see below that this also holds for and with a Mellin
transform interpolation of the Bernoulli polynomials that respects all the relations above.



Let . Then

and , so

Let . Then the following relations follow from the discretizing relations;

and again , so consistently



In the limit as tends to infinity with , we have

___________________________________________________________

Mellin-transform interpolation of the Bernoulli polynomials to the Bernoulli function as a
simple transformation of the Hurwitz zeta function

The modified Mellin transform

can often be used to interpolate the coefficients of an e.g.f. and be analytically
continued to the full complex plane as for the Riemann zeta function and the iconic Euler

integral for the gamma/factorial function, valid for ,

For examples of analytic continuation of the MMT, see my answer to the MO-Q "How does one
motivate the analytic continuation of the Riemann zeta function?”, the MSE_Q  "The domain of
the gamma function", and the MO_Q "What is the meaning of the Mellin transform?"

For complex rather than , i.e., a positive integer, is no
longer a polynomial but is to be regarded as the regularization, or analytic continuation, of

and formally identified as

https://mathoverflow.net/questions/58004/how-does-one-motivate-the-analytic-continuation-of-the-riemann-zeta-function/97401#97401
https://mathoverflow.net/questions/58004/how-does-one-motivate-the-analytic-continuation-of-the-riemann-zeta-function/97401#97401
https://math.stackexchange.com/questions/13956/domain-of-the-gamma-function/132727#132727
https://math.stackexchange.com/questions/13956/domain-of-the-gamma-function/132727#132727
https://mathoverflow.net/questions/79868/what-does-mellin-inversion-really-mean/79925#79925


all intimately related to the Hurwitz zeta function, a generalization of the Riemann zeta function.

Likewise for ,

Only for polynomials such as are we guaranteed convergence of binomial
expansions. The interchange of operators--here the umbral shift diff op and the MMT--can
be used here to obtain divergent asymptotic series for a function or conversely to "sum" a
divergent series, as Heaviside, Hardy, Poincare, and others were keen to point out in general.

For a discussion of an asymptotic series associated to as a binomial expansion for
non-integer , see my earlier post "The Riemann and Hurwitz zeta functions and the Mellin
transform interpolation of the Bernoulli polynomials." See formula 25.11.28 of the Digital Library
of Mathematical Functions for an analytic continuation of the MMT for the Hurwitz zeta function.
The Helmut Hasse identity presented below  provides a global continuation for all complex .

The MMT of the discretizing equations in the previous section gives

https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2015/01/12/umbral-composition-of-the-bernoulli-polynomials-and-the-riemann-zeta-function/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2015/01/12/umbral-composition-of-the-bernoulli-polynomials-and-the-riemann-zeta-function/
https://dlmf.nist.gov/25.11#vi
https://dlmf.nist.gov/25.11#vi


where the last two lines of equalities, in which the Todd op and the MMT have been
interchanged in order, are at this point in the arguments only formal identifications. Shortly an
explicit justification will be given.

With above, as a review, I’ll show several equivalent expressions following from the
actions of the basic ops, which will be shown to commute with the subsequently:



.

The umbral compositional inverse property can be preserved if we invoke the symbolic umbral
interpretations suggested by the MMT action along with Gregory-Newton interpolation

for for the Newton interpolation and for the MMTs.

Interchanging the order of the diff ops and the MMT, we have



and interchanging the order of the diff ops gives

where is identified with . The umbral shift actions

and have yet to be explicated
analytically--only a formal symbolic identification has been proposed so far.



In the limit as tends to infinity for in the MMT of the discretizing relations, we

obtain again, for , the Hurwitz zeta function, whose summation rep is valid for

,

where the first three lines of equalities define the expressions in the fourth line and the
expressions in the fifth line are formal identifications for the moment.

We can then infer that

and that, for , the umbral compositional inverse identity holds in one direction at least



Reprising again the identification between the Bernoulli function and the Hurwitz zeta function,

or

Since the Hurwitz zeta function is analytic for all complex values of except for a simple pole
with a residue of one at , the Bernoulli function is analytic for all values of and may be
analytically continued to all values of complex except for a branch cut along the negative real
axis for non-integer .
_________________________________

Now I'll use the Helmut Hasse identity (HHI) for the Hurwitz zeta function to show how the
formal identifications for operation of the Todd op outside the MMT above can be interpreted as
actual umbral shift operations, and I'll show how the HHI is related to a derivative expressed as
a finite difference.

For and any complex , the HHI is



and, therefore,

which can be applied to even with the interpretation

This implies the inverse relations

or, equivalently,



These connections are related to Newton interpolation below, but first note that we can infer
from them a slew of interrelated identities;



with the last being essentially the Helmut Hasse identity.

For ,



Alternatively, this last set of equalities can also be derived from Gregory-Newton-Mellin
interpolation and then used to obtain the Helmut Hasse identity by reversing the steps above.
"Newton interpolation and the derivative in finite differences" presents the finite difference
formula for a derivative

and the Newton interpolation

Then

https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2015/08/05/newton-gauss-interpolation-and-the-derivative-in-finite-differences/


or

Consequently,

and

Now to establish in what sense can be regarded as an actual
umbral shift operation even for complex . Returning to the equality

consider, for , the binomial expansion

which is valid for all complex for and , which is satisfied for
, or equivalently . Then



(Typo above: should be .)

Accordingly, we interpret as above that

but rather



Under this interpretation and analytic continuation to the full complex plane, the formal
identifications above and below for umbral substitutions and shifts, the formal actions of the

Todd op , are valid, and the basic properties of the Bernoulli polynomials are

inherited by the Bernoulli function , giving the consistent interpretations

formally using the derivative action of the Bernoulli function, and, from the identification above

of the Bernoulli with the Hurwitz zeta function,



in agreement with the Helmut Hasse formula.

Then also with and , we have



where the reduction to a finite sum follows from the fact that the 'th finite difference in of a
polynomial in of degree less than vanishes (see ). I've also used the identity

which follows from the e.g.f. identity

Since is the Riemann zeta function, we also obtain a globally convergent
expression for the entire modified zeta function



and, with ,

Note that these formula suggest analytic continuation via the simple substitutions in



to obtain

Moreover, for and in the limit ,

A connection to the Stirling numbers of the second kind comes via the operational
definition of the respective Stirling polynomials

where Then



and

The finite diff op is self-inverse, i.e., implies , so

where enumerate the faces of the permutohedra/permutahedra (cf. A019538 and my post
?????).

Consequently, the Bernoulli numbers are related to some geometric and combinatorial
constructs via

Note the suggested generalization of the Stirling numbers of the second kind and the face
numbers of the permutohedra to the indexed functions

_________________________________

The inverse umbral compositional relations for the Bernoulli and the reciprocal

polynomials are preserved by the Bernoulli and reciprocal functions.

We have from above that

https://oeis.org/A019538


which is equivalent to the general derivative property

Summarizing the various identities,



The Laplace integrals can be analytically continued via deformation to a Hankel contour
complex integral to all complex and all complex but for a branch cut along the negative real
axis (or continued over a Riemann surface) for complex .

Conversely, but somewhat more briefly,



More generally, for any complex and ,

or, for any complex ,

so



Note is the lowering op for the Bernoulli function as well as for the Bernoulli
polynomials or any Appell polynomial sequence. The same is obviously true for the reciprocal

functions , consistent with

However, for ,

and the lowering operation is obstructed at since , which is
actually necessary for the Bernoulli polynomials to be an Appell sequence.

The raising ops are then defined by

and



(See my post “The Creation / Raising Operators of Appell Sequences “ and others for more on
these types of operators and their several distinct reps.)

______________________________________
______________________________________

The Bernoulli function and the Riemann sum in integration

with , for small grid spacing and curves sufficiently piecewise continuous and smooth
over the integration interval, giving a sum of the areas of a row of rectangles approximating
successive sections of the curve, a Riemann sum.

With ,

where , or .

The Todd op discretizing formula

implies with ,

https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2015/11/21/the-creation-raising-operators-for-appell-sequences/


so for , we have

Relating this to the Riemann sum approximation for large ,

For , the approximation becomes extremely poor with , i.e. the area of a lone
rectangle, but the equalities consistently reduce to



With a natural number, is a polynomial of degree , so

Consequently, our Riemann sum correctly converges in the limit to the integral:

__________
__________
Spot checks:

.



For , , , and ,

and

.

For , , , and ,

and

.

For , , , and ,

and

.

For complex and , , and ,

and, using the principal branch of the logarithm for complex exponentiation,

.

For complex and real , , and ,



and

.

Comparing

for large when no singularity is present in the integrand between the limits of the integral.

For , , , and ,

= -( HurwitzZeta[-2,(2500*(-3/3.5)+1+2500)]    -    HurwitzZeta[-2,(2500*(-3/3.5)+1)])
*(3.5/2500)^((2)+1)  <for Wolfram Alpha>

,



= (sum(k= 0 to (2500-1)) (2500(-3/3.5)+1+k )^(2)) *(3.5/2500)^((2)+1) <for WA>

,

[((-3)+3.5)^(1+(2))-(-3)^(1+(2))] / (1+(2)) is approx. 9.0417.

A better approximation is achieved if the factor is replaced by .
Then 9.03554… becomes 9.04639… .

.For , , , and ,

-( HurwitzZeta[2,(2500*(3/3.5)+1+2500)]  - HurwitzZeta[2,(2500*(3/3.5)+1)])
*(3.5/2499)^((-2)+1)  <for Wolfram Alpha>

= 0.179354...,

= (sum(k= 0 to (2500-1)) (2500(3/3.5)+1+k )^(-2))  *(3.5/2499)^((-2)+1)    <for WA>

=   0.179354 ,

and

= [((3)+3.5)^(1+(-2))-(3)^(1+(-2))] / (1+(-2))  = 0.179487…

.

Introducing a singularity with , , , and ,



-( HurwitzZeta[2,(2500*(-3/3.5)+1+2500)]  - HurwitzZeta[2,(2500*(-3/3.5)+1)])
*(3.5/2499)^((-2)+1)  <for Wolfram Alpha>

= 37430.4...,

= (sum(k= 0 to (2500-1)) (2500(-3/3.5)+1+k )^(-2))  *(3.5/2499)^((-2)+1)    <for WA>

=   37430.4

while

[((-3)+3.5)^(1+(-2))-(-3)^(1+(-2))] / (1+(-2))   = -2.3333…

and

is undefined.

For a complex exponent  with , , , and ,

-( HurwitzZeta[2+i,(2500*(3/3.5)+1+2500)]  - HurwitzZeta[2+i,(2500*(3/3.5)+1)])
*(3.5/2499)^((-2-i)+1)  <for Wolfram Alpha>

= 0.0235275... - i 0.173463... ,

(sum(k= 0 to (2500-1)) (2500(3/3.5)+1+k )^(-2-i))  *(3.5/2499)^((-2-i)+1)    <for WA>

=   0.0235275… - i 0.173463… ,

and



[((3)+3.5)^(1+(-2-i))-(3)^(1+(-2-i))] / (1+(-2-i))    = 0.0236466... - i 0.173577... .

Warning!! Wolfram Alpha will naturally give an undefined result for when and

is any number and when and . To circumvent the latter
for the difference of the two Hurwitz functions, choose, e.g., instead of , assign

.

For example,  with , , and , an undefined result is
returned for the Hurwtz zeta function difference; however, with ,

= -( HurwitzZeta[2+i,(2500*(-3/1.49995)+1+2500)]    -    HurwitzZeta[2+i,(2500*(-3/1.49995)+1)])
*(1.5/2499)^((-2-i)+1)  <for Wolfram Alpha>

5.72352... - i 4.94244... ,

= (sum(k= 0 to (2500-1)) (2500(-3/1.5)+1+k )^(-2-i))  *(1.5/2499)^((-2-i)+1)   <for WA>

=   5.72434 - i 4.94262 ,

and

[((-3)+1.5)^(1+(-2-i))-(-3)^(1+(-2-i))] / (1+(-2-i))    = 5.72613... - i 4.94178...

= integral of t^(-2-i) from t = -3 to (-3+1.5) = integral_(-3)^(-3 + 1.5) t^(-2 - i) dt

= 5.72613 - i 4.94178 .

Similarly,  with , , , and , an undefined result is returned
for the Hurwtz zeta function difference; however, with and for the
Hurwtz zeta, good approximations are obtained.



= -( HurwitzZeta[1.001,(2500*(-3/1.49995)+1+2500)]    -
HurwitzZeta[1.001,(2500*(-3/1.49995)+1)])  *(1.5/2499)^((-1.001)+1)  <for Wolfram Alpha>

= -0.692689... + i 0.00217615... ,

=(sum(k= 0 to (2500-1)) (2500(-3/1.5)+1+k )^(-1.001))  *(1.5/2499)^((-1.001)+1)   <for WA>

=   -0.692722 + i 0.00217626  ,

[((-3)+1.5)^(1+(-1.001))-(-3)^(1+(-1.001))] / (1+(-1.001))    =-0.692623 + i 0.00217595 ,

integral of t^(-1.001) from t = -3 to (-3+1.5)= integral_(-3)^(-3 + 1.5) 1/t^1.001 dt

= -0.692623 + i 0.00217595 i ,

and

.

Choosing gives -0.6932133... + i 2.1... × 10^-6.

__________
__________

More generally for any complex (with the caveats in the spot checks above)

Then



.

The last two expressions are heuristic proxies for the first expression in the string of equalities.

Heuristically,

.

The transition from the second to the third line, in which the Todd op and the limit as well as
evaluation at are interchanged, lacks justification and has only heuristic value. The last
two expressions are equivalent to the first expression for all complex numbers , and ,
using the principal branch for the logarithm for complex exponentiation, and are in good
agreement with the integral with approximate numerical spot checks with Wolfram Alpha, with



The heuristics above suggest the following argument.

The limit as tends to positive infinity of

.

is the same as taking the same limit of

and then letting .

Using the shift property of any Appell sequence

,

we have

.

With , let



.

Then with ,

and

for , or , with and .

__________
__________
Spot check:

For



for , , , , ,

and

-( HurwitzZeta[6,(10*(1/4)+1+10+.4)]    -    HurwitzZeta[6,(10*(1/4)+1+.4)])
*(1-6)*(4/10)^{1+(-6)}

= -(ζ(6, 10×1/4 + 1 + 10 + 0.4) - ζ(6, 10×1/4 + 1 + 0.4)) ((1 - 6) (4/10)^({1 - 6}))

= -0.194222… .

Changing to gives approximately for both expressions.

__________
__________

To show that the same result applies for integration for , simply re-define variables.

Let . Then

With



and, when , i.e., , then .

Alternatively, from the Helmut Hasse formula,

so also

Then



___________________________________________

Related stuff:

From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurwitz_zeta_function :

Hurwitz's zeta function occurs in a variety of disciplines. Most commonly, it occurs in number theory,
where its theory is the deepest and most developed. However, it also occurs in the study of fractals
and dynamical systems. In applied statistics, it occurs in Zipf's law and the Zipf–Mandelbrot law. In
particle physics, it occurs in a formula by Julian Schwinger, giving an exact result for the pair
production rate of a Dirac electron in a uniform electric field.

For relations of the Hurwitz zeta to quantum field theory, see

“Quantum Electrodynamics Actions in Supercritical Fields” by Kim and Lee

“Aspects of Chern-Simons Theory” by Dunne

“The Heisenberg-Euler Effective Action: 75 years on” by Dunne

“Vacuum instability in Kaluza-Klein manifolds” by Fucci

“Effect of a magnetic field on Schwinger mechanism in de Sitter
spacetime” by Bavarsad, Kim, Stahl, and Xue

“Saturation of Energy Levels of the Hydrogen Atom in Strong Magnetic Field” by Adorno,
Gitman, and Shabad

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurwitz_zeta_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Number_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamical_systems
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zipf%27s_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zipf%E2%80%93Mandelbrot_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle_physics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_Schwinger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pair_production
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pair_production
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Dirac
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirac_equation#Electromagnetic_interaction


As noted in my comment to my post “Newton interpolation and the derivative in finite
differences”:

The formula for higher order derivatives in terms of finite differences is given in Abramowitz and
Stegun’s compilation. Pincherle discusses the same for fractional derivatives on pg. 376 of
“Memoire sur le calcul fonctionnelle distributif “.

“The Riemann and Hurwitz zeta functions and the Mellin interpolation of the Bernoulli
polynomials”

“Zeta Function Regularization” by Nicolas M Robles

See the universality of the zeta and Hurwitz function
http://empslocal.ex.ac.uk/people/staff/mrwatkin/zeta/voronin.htm.

Special cases and additional series expansions:

Special values for :

1)

2)
for

3)

4)

5)

6)

https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2015/01/12/umbral-composition-of-the-bernoulli-polynomials-and-the-riemann-zeta-function/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2015/01/12/umbral-composition-of-the-bernoulli-polynomials-and-the-riemann-zeta-function/
http://empslocal.ex.ac.uk/people/staff/mrwatkin/zeta/voronin.htm


7)

8) for ,  an odd
integer greater than one

9.)

10)

11)

12) (2 times Apery's constant)

13)

14)

15)

16)

for and the polygamma function
with simple poles at and the recurrence relation

with the Laplace integral
analytically continued. Note that

From “Vacuum instability in Kaluza-Klein manifolds” by Fucci, for a natural number and an

element of ,



17)

18)

note the lowering op is and this should agree with , in

particular for .

Suggested by a formula on p. 6 of "Analytic continuation of the Hurwitz Zeta Function
with physical application" by Adesi, for all real and :

19)

so

20) For ,



or

Then consistent, for , with

21) An asymptotic expansion for the polygamma function gives for ,



22) Contrast this with a Taylor series for the the polygamma for giving

Also for the digamma function and ,
the Euler-Mascheroni constant,



Some further aspects of the Bernoulli function / regularized Hurwitz function:

Any real number can be represented in the rational zeta series

where is fixed and are rational numbers.

This is analogous to the decimal representation

where .

The analogy can be made a bit stronger by using the Appell sequence

with the e.g.f. and the moments . Then

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rational_zeta_series


The general Taylor series:

Recall that for a function analytic within a disc of radius about , the Taylor series

is convergent for , i.e., for within the disc. Then

is convergent if is analytic at and is a point within the disc of analyticity of

about , i.e. is less than the radius of the disc. Consequently, from the derivative

property of the Hurwitz zeta function, , and for within the

disc of analyticity about of ,   (see p. 9 of Adamchik and Srivastava)

implying



in agreement with the polygamma rep above with , , and ,

so the Bernoulli function inherits the binomial shift property of the Bernoulli polynomials

Note also the binomial shift property of the Hurwitz function

"Computational strategies for the Riemann zeta function" by Borwein and Bradley

"Some series of the zeta and related functions" by Adamchik and Srivastava

"An efficient algorithm for accelerating the convergence of oscillatory series, useful for
computing the polylogarithm and Hurwitz zeta functions" by Vepstas
https://arxiv.org/abs/math/0702243

"On differences of zeta values" by Flajolet and Vepstas

"Basic zeta functions and some applications in physics" by Kirstan (has related cardinal series,
sinc function interpolation,  and Taylor series)

“Mathematical ideas and notions of Quantum Field Theory” by Etingof

Bernoulli number identities from quantum field theory by Dunne and Schubert

Aspects of Chern-Simons Theory
Gerald V. Dunne

The Heisenberg-Euler Effective Action: 75 years on
Gerald V. Dunne

Effect of a magnetic field on Schwinger mechanism in de Sitter
spacetime
Bavarsad1, Kim, Stahl, Xue

Zeta Function Regularization
Nicolas M Robles

https://arxiv.org/abs/math/0702243


Generalized Riemann zeta -function regularization and Casimir energy for a piecewise uniform
string
Li, Shi, Zhang

Quantum Electrodynamics Actions in Supercritical Fields
Sang Pyo Kim, Lee

Vacuum instability in Kaluza-Klein manifolds
Guglielmo Fucci

Fucci G., and Avramidi I. G., On the gravitationally induced Schwinger mechanism

On the Hurwitz Zeta Function of Imaginary Second Argument
Guglielmo Fucci∗

Elizalde E., Odintsov S. D., and Saharian A. A., Repulsive Casimir effect from extra dimensions
and Robin
boundary conditions: From branes to pistons,

Find Schwinger ref
____________

________________________________

From "On differences of zeta values" by Flajolet and Vepstas,

where

with the Harmonic numbers

and



so

.

___________________________________________

Other approaches to series reps:

or

where are the Stirling
polynomials and numbers of the second kind (see Part 1 and Generalized Dobinski …),

so



The series is not convergent to for , so the interchange of integration
and summation above results in asymptotic divergent series.

See Wiki’s Rational zeta series and Elliptic Triad and Appell Creation Ops for

_________________________________

The sinc function is related to the e.g.f. of the Bernoulli numbers, and the log
of sinc, to the Riemann zeta function at even integers since the zeros of the even, entire sinc



function are the integers except for the origin. Consequently, connections between the Bernoulli
numbers and the Riemann zeta evaluated at even integers can be teased from the log of the
sinc.

First note a link to the Bernoulli numbers via

An alternative rep comes from the Euler formula, giving

.

Symmetric function formalism relates the log of an entire function to traces of the powers of the
reciprocal of its zeros. In our case, as Euler noted,

Taking the derivative removes the log, giving



(see also "A Diorama for the Digamma" and "Appell Raising Op" for other reps), so

and we can identify that and, for ,

and

or

Now we can identify



and, for ,

With the identities above, expanding the log of the sinc as partition polynomials of Bernoulli
numbers provides further relations among the numbers. Using the cumulant partition

polynomials of OEIS A127671, a.k.a. the logarithmic polynomials of
A263634 (the Faber polynomials of A263916 may also be used),

and we can identify

https://oeis.org/A127671
https://oeis.org/A263634


or

Since and are a compositional inverse pair, the indeterminates of the cumulant
expansion / logarithmic partition polynomials can be extracted from evaluations of the
polynomials via the refined Stirling partition polynomials of second kind, a.ka. the refined Bell

polynomials of A036040, , via

so

Spot checks:

a)

b)

and

c)

https://oeis.org/A036040


Similar results hold for another common inverse pair of compositional partition polynomials--the
Lah (OEIS https://oeis.org/A130561) and Faber partition polynomials (OEIS A263916). The
Stirling partition polynomials of the first kind, a.k.a. the cycle index polynomials of the symmetric
groups , are a differently normalized set of composition polynomials that are simply related
(via factorial proportionality factors for the indeterminates) to the Stirling partition polynomials of
the second kind and Lah partition polynomials, therefore, its indeterminates can also be
extracted by the Faber or cumulant expansion (logarithmic) polynomials, forming the backbone
to the Newton identities of symmetric function, K-theory, and characteristic classes.

_____________________

https://oeis.org/A130561

